
SEAC Meeting Minutes for April 11, 2019 

Committee Members:   Julie Cullifer, Chris Waskey, Beth Haw, Mychael Willon, Sarah Copeland, Dianna 

Anderson, Kara Neumann, Christina Jones, Julie Ward 

Community Members:  

School Board Representative: Holly Taylor 

WJCC Staff: Stacia Barreau, Stephanie Bourgeois, Suzanne Creasey 

Agenda Item  

Welcome The meeting started at 6:33  PM. 

Julie Cullifer welcomed everyone and introductions were completed. 

Action Items Meeting minutes for the following months were approved: January 2019, February 
2019 

WJCC Schools 

Comments 

Stephanie Bourgeois shared the following updates: 
1. The budget process is moving forward with the City Council and the Board 

of Supervisors. It is very important that they hear from their constituents 
how important it is to fully fund the school division’s budget. The current 
budget proposal includes the following special education positions: 3 
special education teachers, 1 speech language pathologist, a ½ time 
interpreter, 2 early childhood special education teachers, and 1 early 
childhood TA. There are also other positions (counselors, MS assistant 
principals, etc.) that directly affect our special education students. The 
budget also recommends a 4% increase for staff in order to begin to move 
WJCC from the bottom rankings for pay when compared to our 
surrounding divisions. 

2. Teachers of the Year have been announced for each school. Two special 
education teachers were recognized – Abby Reynolds (DJM) and Diane 
Howell (CBB). Missy Furr, the Art teacher at JHS was also recognized. She is 
leading the organization of the Exceptional Games this year. Division level 
teachers will be announced on April 24, 2019. 

3. The Exceptional Games will be held on June 6th from 9:0-2:00 at JHS. 
4. The focus groups were held prior to spring break. Facilitators reported 

good discussion and are in the process of compiling the responses. The 
information will be shared with WJCC and SEAC as soon as it is available, 
but no later than the first week of May. 
 
 

Announcements – 

School Board 

Representative 

 Holly Taylor –  Ms. Ownby asked that information be shared about Ukeru in 

relation to restraint and seclusion 

Announcements – JCC 

Parks and Recreations 

  Absent 



Announcements – 

Committee Members 

 Beth – went to Fairfax Special Education Conference – there were a lot of 

sessions, schools had tables, picked up some of the resources – highly recommend 

that more committee members attend next year. Talked to one school that has an 

IB program – would be willing to have us come visit them. Dyslexia simulation. 

They have a very strong superintendent who is pushing more inclusion and more 

involvement. Next State SEAC meeting is July 18th.  

Mychael – joined the division’s Code of Conduct Committee. If you have any input, 

please let Mychael know.  

Julie – not able to go to VDOE restraint and seclusion hearing. They are accepting 

written comments until April 19, 2019. Julie will send out the link. The day of the 

hearing only four individuals had submitted public comment. Certain language, 

such as “quell a disturbance” is in it, there is other subjective language in the 

policy. It should not be a subjective decision. It should be clear and hard and fast 

lines.  

Citizen Comments   None 

Working Meeting- 

• SEAC Report    

 

Julie provided a copy of last year’s SEAC Annual Report for reference as the 

committee begins 

This month and next month to do the annual report.  

In May, we will hold elections for leadership. Be thinking about who could be 

stepping into these roles. Will do a nomination and vote next month. 

SEAC Annual Report Work: 

Format follows last year’s. First page has explanation of role of SEAC and 

committee members. 

No citizen’s comments this year. 

Will list the presentations – Dr. Huber, Dr. Barreau, Ms. Bourgeois, Laurel Lane, 

Matthew Whaley 

Areas were identified for committee members to complete: 

For activities and accomplishments:  

-State SEAC information: Beth Haw 

-Conferences/Meetings attended – Group input 

 

Reviewed Goal Area: 

Best practices – In progress/ongoing, reviewed VDOE data (not many responses), 

focus group information on inclusion – can broadly talk about the data and set a 

goal to further analyze, there is other data we want to get 

 

Identify successful programs or staff – Julie recommends adding a new section 

about explaining some of these goals to develop the backbone of some of the 



goals. Two programs were identified/shared that were successful (Laurel Lane or 

Matthew Whaley) – should it be unmet or in progress 

 

Increase professional development of SEAC members – complete and ongoing 

(suggested to include the number of members that attended) 

 

Increase community awareness – met and ongoing – Facebook page – advertise 

anything for parents, future goal – take the list of activities/conferences that are 

shared at the meeting be shared with the PTA 

 

Advocacy for higher visibility of division needs with state/local legislators – Met 

 

Discussion: 

Having awards for people supportive of inclusion. Shared last month regarding 

what some other divisions/SEACs are doing. Need to start with what, who, criteria 

– based on research one big challenge is who you want to be giving awards to, 

need to identify categories, also who the award comes from – joint from SEAC/the 

division – something the division would take on (make this a recommendation in 

annual report) – categories: special ed teachers, general ed teachers, instructional 

assistants, others in the school division – one for each category (school division can 

define the categories) – it division is open perhaps this should be a goal to develop 

furth for next year (Christina Jones will develop a paragraph to explain). Need to 

be able to identify the “why” for the recommendations. 

 

Discussion: 

Book Information - The original request from SEAC was for a list of library books. 

Goal was to ascertain that libraries had books to explain issues faced by students 

with disabilities. It is important to reach a wide range of reading levels. Most books 

are about visual impairments and physical disabilities. Invisible disabilities had only 

limited representation. Our library books offer a limited view of disabilities. Need 

to look at both reading needs and disability awareness.  

 

Awareness month – Julia will work on this section, for both parents and students 

Stick with March because it is Developmental Disabilities Month. 

 

Strategic Plan – some of us had separate discussions about it. Kristi Wagner is 

working on a paragraph for this. Will disseminate this out once Kristi shares it. If 

we want to format a recommendation around this then we can. 

 

Consider recognizing the two special education teachers of the year. 

 

Julie will send the draft out to everyone. Everyone will have the sections back to 

Julie by April 25th. 

 



Julie shared a story about a teacher sharing about autism and its ripple effect. 

Adjourn  The meeting adjourned at  8:01 PM. 

Next Meeting May 9, 2019 at 6:30 PM at the Rec Center 
 

 


